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but he did think that the power of the internet has a way to go. “we’re still at the very very beginning,” masnick said. “the internet is still relatively young and we’re still working out our modus operandi. as more people figure out what they’re comfortable doing
with the things that we do, i think we can have a reasonably good shot at creating a reasonably good web.” james kalin of virtually green wrote, surveillance capitalism is increasingly grabbing and mining data on everything that anyone says, does, or buys online.
the growing use of machine learning processing of the data will drive ever more subtle and pervasive manipulation of our purchasing, politics, cultural attributes, and general behavior. on top of this, the data is being stolen routinely by bad actors who will also be
using machine learning processing to steal or destroy things we value as individuals: our identities, privacy, money, reputations, property, elections, you name it. i see a backlash brewing, with people abandoning public forums and social network sites in favor of

intensely private black forums and networks. mike roberts, internet hall of fame member and first president and ceo of icann, observed, most attempts at reasoned discourse on topics interesting to me have been disrupted by trolls in last decade or so. many
individuals faced with this harassment simply withdraw. there is a somewhat broader question of whether expectations of reasoned discourse were ever realistic. history of this, going back to plato, is one of self-selection into congenial groups. the internet, among

other things, has energized a variety of anti-social behaviors by people who get satisfaction from the attendant publicity. my wifes reaction is why are you surprised in regard to seeing behavior online that already exists offline.
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in the digital space, money, education, and technology are inextricably intertwined and will produce powerful effects for good and for ill [emphasis added]. it’s easy to subscribe to the view that the technology bubble is a thing of the past, which only exists in a
delusional reality. yet, the research on technology published by the national institute of standards and technology (nist) reveals that numerous internet companies are still in material non-compliance with security standards on a worldwide scale. the nists also

reports that security vulnerabilities are associated with almost two-thirds of current technology use, and nearly half of applications are potentially subject to a malicious attack. consider these facts: it's possible that peter clapham, a digital-communications
professor at oxford university, and robert luskin, a professor in a subject that i cant quite remember, will win the nobel prize in economics for their groundbreaking research on how user activity affects search engines. clapham will be acknowledged for his internet
research, which was once considered impossible; luskin for his social-science research, which was once considered too hard. their research has extended the known workings of the internet. in the not-too-distant future, search engines will be able to discern and
understand more about the internets rules. social networks will be able to do the same. it will be impossible to hide online, regardless of what you have tried to do in the past. everyone will know everything about everyone. the internet will be a social network

where everyone can be watched all the time. 5ec8ef588b
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